
  

 

 

#BringOnBCU bingo photo competition  

Terms and conditions 

Birmingham City University is launching a competition via Twitter and Instagram that will 

require entrants to submit an original photograph for a chance to win High Street Shopping 

Vouchers.  

One winner shall receive £100 worth of Love2shop High Street Vouchers. All entrants will 

have their submitted work featured on Birmingham City University websites/literature/social 

media channels.  

How to Enter  

Entrants must take a photograph of themselves taking part in activity mentioned on the 

#BringOnBCU bingo card during Welcome Week, starting on Saturday 16 September 2017. 

They must post their photo on Twitter or Instagram using the hashtag #BringOnBCU by 

midnight on Sunday 1 October 2017.  

These activities are: 

1. Get a selfie with the Birmingham Bull 

2. Try an independent restaurant or bar 

3. Play crazy golf at Cannon Hill Park 

4. Watch a live performance at Birmingham Weekender, 22-24 Sep 

5. Take a perfect skyline photo from the top of Curzon Building 

6. Take a trip to the Bullring with your new NUS card! 

7. Get lost...probably on a stroll to Digbeth to try out the quirky cafes and see the street art  

8. Go to the Welcome Fair and get some free stuff 

9. Join a society and try out a new hobby 

10. Cook a meal with your new flatmates or family 

11. Try food from a country you have never had before 

12. See a Midlands derby - Aston Villa v Nottingham Forest on Sat 23 Sep 

13. Get kitted out in fancy dress for a night out 

14. Ask everyone you meet: Name? Hometown? Course? 

 

 



15. See a celeb DJ at a Student Union event 

16. Be at one with nature at Botanical Gardens or the Wildlife Conservation Park 

Competition Rules for Entrants  

Entrants can submit as many photos as they like as entries to the competition on each of the 

two specified social media platforms, however only one photograph will be chosen as the 

winner. 

The competition is open to individuals based in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland.  

The entrants grant permission for Birmingham City University to use their entry and 

specifically the photograph and caption either collectively or individually for the purpose of 

organising and/or managing the competition, for announcing the winner of the competition and 

for general marketing purposes.  

Entrants must be 16 or over.  

Birmingham City University reserves the right to disqualify any entrant and/or winner in their 

absolute discretion for any reason and without notice. 

Entrants are permitted to take photographs in any part of the Birmingham City University 

campuses at City Centre or City South. 

Entrants are responsible for ensuring they have permission to take photographs in any other 

area of Birmingham City Centre.  

Entrants are permitted to use filters on submitted images, however the photographs must be 

their own original images. 

Winning Entrants  

One photograph will be chosen by an independent panel across both social media platforms 

(Twitter and Instagram) to win £100 in High Street Vouchers. The winner will be announced on 

Monday 2 October 2017. Winners will be contacted via the social media channel by which 

they submitted their entry. 

The prize is as stated and no alternative will be offered. The decision of Birmingham City 

University will be final and no correspondence will be entered into.  

The winners must be able to accept the prize within 14 days of being informed of a winning 

entry and if the entrant fails to do so the prize will lapse. In such circumstances the winner will 

not be entitled to any other form of payment in cash or in kind from Birmingham City 

University.  

These competition rules and this competition are governed by English law. We reserve the 

right to remove any entry without prior notice or warning and amend the competition end date 

and rules at any time.  

Disclaimer  



This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with 

Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.  


